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Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans + (LGBT+) Care in Later 
Life: A short review of the research and evidence to 
improve inclusive and affirmative practice

1.�Introduction
There is a substantial, rich and cumulative body of evidence on the experiences of lesbian,�
gay, bisexual, trans, queer and questioning people (LGBTQ+) in later life. This provides some�
benchmarks and a base for identifying the knowledge, understanding and insights needed by�
xli wsgmep gevi {svojsvgi xs {svo iʆigxmzip} {mxl kirhiv erh wi|yepp} hmzivwi gsqqyrmxmiw2 Xli�
development of the learning framework for LGBTQ+ ageing was informed by a literature review�
from the UK context. International sources have been drawn on to address any gaps or to take�
advantage of transferable examples of best practice.

This body of evidence reveals a range of concerns and challenges for people who identify as 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans and other sexual and gender minoritised groups as they enter�
into their later years. It also documents the strengths, contributions of the community and their 
recommendations for what can be done to support the workforce in developing and improving 
ejjmvqexmzi PKFXU/ ekimrk gevi2

Language and terminology is important when talking about or communicating with members 
of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans community and is as much about our approach as the 
words we use. This review uses the acronym LGBT+ in recognition that everyone has a right 
to self-identify and that people will use a variety of terms and labels to express themselves. 
Adding a plus (+) sign signals recognition of other less articulated sexual and gender identities. 
The term Queer has been reclaimed over the last two decades as a deliberately provocative and 
political radical alternative to LGBT and as an umbrella term for people who are not heterosexual 
or cisgender.  Some people in the older community have not used this to describe their identity 
perhaps due to its very negative connotations from earlier life.

The Learning Framework for LGBT+ Ageing
While LGBT+ older individuals may experience the same challenges as their heterosexual and 
cisgender peers1 they also face very unique challenges in accessing healthcare directly related to 
their gender or sexual identity. The literature strongly points to a lack of appropriate and inclusive 
health and social care and support.2 3 4 5 6 7

A key and consistent message recommended in the research literature concerns the gaps in 
education and training needed to equip the care workforce with better knowledge, skills and 
gsrĂhirgi sr PKFX/ mwwyiw mr ekimrk erh ls{ xs ehhviww lixivsrsvqexmzi erh gmwkirhivih 
assumptions in care provision.8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 The social work and social care curriculum on ageing 
and the learning resources that it relies upon, tends not to address LGBT+ issues16 17 and/or lacks 
diversity when it does.18 19 20 
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The learning framework for knowledge, skills and values for working with LGBT+ people in later 
pmji xlivijsvi mhirxmĂiw erh evxmgypexiw xli oi} xstmgw xlex wlsyph yrhivtmr fiwx tvegxmgiw {mxl 
LGBT+ older people and their carers’ in social care. Whilst a framework can’t cover everything, 
it aims to direct learners, educators, leaders, practitioners, providers and commissioners in 
social care, to the essential knowledge, skills and values that help to underpin and enable better 
irkekiqirx {mxl xli hipmziv} sj qsvi eʇvqexmzi mrgpywmzi gevi jsv PKFX/ tistpi mr pexiv pmji2 

Qswx sj xli viwsyvgiw wmkreppih mr xli jveqi{svo {ivi hizipstih jvsq viwievgl Ărhmrkw0 erh 
as a means of exchanging research knowledge with those in practice.  These resources give 
particular emphasis to the personal stories and narratives of people with lived experience and are 
co-produced with LGBT+ older people and their advocates.

2.�Who are the LGBT+ ageing population?
There is a lack of large-scale quantitative data in the UK on its older LGBT+ population and a�
kirivep mrzmwmfmpmx} sj PKFXU sphiv tistpi mr sʇgmep wxexmwxmgw0 itmhiqmspskmgep viwievgl erh xli�
media. Historically, this has been problematic and contributed to a detailed lack of knowledge�
about the lives and needs of the LGBT+ population. This is partly due to a lack of monitoring�
for sexual orientation/gender identity in routine public services data collection21 and reluctance�
of care providers and practitioners to ask22 and an understandable reluctance for individuals to�
share, which can be particularly pronounced in the older community due to life experience and�
living at a time when it was illegal to be gay.23

In 2017, the UK Government conducted a national survey of LGBT people. One hundred and eight 
thousand (108,000) people provided information about their experiences of living in the UK and of 
accessing public services such as education, healthcare, personal safety and employment. Some of 
xli Ărhmrkw hiqsi
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For example, a meta-analysis of 29 datasets on health or care indicators on LGBT+ people32�

revealed that (LGB) men and women experiencing poor self-rated health 1.2 times higher than for 
lixivswi|yep tistpi2  Xlmw x}ti sj erep}wmw gsrjmvqw ls{ gyqypexmzi liepxl mriuyepmxmiw evi e wxvsrk 
predictor of future mortality, and poor outcomes for health, disability and life expectancy.33

In the context of not having a reliable source of how many people aged 65 years and over identify 
as LGBT+ in the UK, some conservative estimates have been put forward.  One suggests that 
LGB people have risen from 0.7% in 2018 to 1.0% in 2019 of this age category (120,000, from athat �
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Experiences of discrimination can contribute to material disadvantage (for example poverty from 
workplace exclusion), poorer mental health, and create barriers to accessing services in the 
future.45 Tistpi {ls xverwmxmsr mr pexiv pmji qe} lezi xs {emx yt xs Ăzi }ievw jsv kirhiv eʇvqmrk 
mrxivzirxmsrw2 Vigirx viwievgl sr sphiv xverw tistpiùw eggiww xs kirhiv1eʇvqmrk xviexqirxw 
highlights the additional pressures on trans patients to educate primary care professionals, such 
ew KTw0 erh mrgsrwmwxirgmiw mr xverw1mrgpywmzi gevi tvszmhih f} liepxlgevi {svoivw246  

The Equality Act 2010 gave LGBT employees protections from discrimination, harassment and 
victimisation at work. The legislation brought together existing legislation and added protections 
for trans workers, solidifying rights granted by the Gender Recognition Act. The Equality Act 
2010 prohibits discrimination on the grounds of nine protected characteristics, including religion, 
sexual orientation and gender reassignment (expanded by case law to include transgender 
mhirxmxmiw qsvi fvsehp}-2  Tvsjiwwmsrep wxerhevhw jsv wsgmep gevi tvsjiwwmsrepw epws qerhexi rsr1
discriminatory practice.47 48 49 50  

The Equality Act 2010 strengthened previous equalities legislation in important ways to help tackle 
discrimination and inequality, with the potential to secure greater fairness and equality for older 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people in the UK. The Act applies to all organisations that provide 
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These inequalities in outcomes are attributed to a number of issues, including a lifetime of 
exposure to prejudice and discrimination resulting in ‘minority stress’80 and/or use of adaptive 
or behaviours to compensate for example, problematic substance use.81 The theory of minority 
stress has posited that LGBT+ people are at risk of mental health issues from chronic social 
stressors related to the experience of stigma and prejudice and which in turn can manifest in 
physical signs of stress.82

LGBT+ older people frequently report the anticipation or experience of discriminatory attitudes 
among care providers in the form of heterosexism, homophobia, biphobia and transphobia. 
These fears and experiences in turn contribute to delay in access and a lower uptake of health 
services which further impacts health and wellbeing.83 84 85 86 

Xli pego sj eʇvqexmzi erh mrgpywmzi gevi lew fiir pmroih xs gsrămgxmrk vipmkmsyw erh gypxyvep 
beliefs in the social care workforce87 88 89 and to ageist attitudes in relation to sexuality and 
ageing.90 91 92 93 Wi|yep mhirxmx} gexiksvmiw hs rsx viăigx xli hmzivwmx} sj sphiv PKFXU/ tistpiùw 
lived experiences.94 Experiences of health, wellbeing, social support and caring vary according 
to intersections across gender, ethnicity, and disability and, of course, age.95 Attributing common 
features to older LGBQ people’s relationships that may, at best, disregard areas of commonality 
shared with other older people or, at worst, lose focus on the individuality of older people’s life-
i|tivmirgiw erh wmkrmĂgerx vipexmsrwlmtw296 

Viwievgl hiqsrwxvexiw e øsri wm~i Ăxw eppù ettvsegl mr wsqi eview sj gevi097 where greater 
awareness and knowledge of the lifestyles and cultural needs of LGBTQ+ older people could 
lead to better tailoring of health and social care. There is an urgent need to address this within 
care homes98 99 100 and provide advocacy and support for people as they transition to long-term 
care. Alarmingly, some trans people have describe being open to euthanasia as a strategy to 
avoid residential care where the level of fear of being misunderstood, misgendered and ridiculed 
is so great.101 The process of disclosure about sexual and gender identities within closed care 
environments can thus be extremely stressful for someone and may exacerbate anxiety around 
‘who knows what’.102 Jsv i|eqtpi0 mr wsqi gmvgyqwxergiw0 hmwtpe}w sj weqi1wi| eʆigxmsr ger 
nistevhm~i lixivswi|yep jvmirhwlmtw erh vipexmsrwlmtw {mxl gevi wxejj2103

Advanced care planning is important for LGBT+ people and raises distinct issues such as providing 
tvsxigxmsr jsv tevxrivw erh wmkrmĂgerx sxlivw {ls qmklx sxliv{mwi rsx fi vigskrmwih erh xs qeoi 
and record plans for future care.104 Hmwxmrgx mwwyiw mhirxmĂih mrgpyhi rsx ors{mrk {ls xs rsqmrexi 
in decision making roles as well as being able to nominate ‘important others’ as next of kin, which 
qmklx qier weqi1wi| t
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5. The value of education and training on LGBT+ ageing
Xli tvszmwmsr sj eʇvqexmzi gevi jsv PKFX/ sphiv tistpi viuymviw gypxyvep gsqtixirgi mr xli
health and social care workforce. Baiocco et al107 model includes cultural awareness, cultural
knowledge, cultural sensitivity and compassionate attitudes towards LGBT+ service users.

The targeting of education and training also needs to be supported by policies and benchmarking 
standards108 109 110 111 112 erh viăigx epp sj xli eview mr hizipstmrk er iuymx} jveqi{svo2 Xliwi wlsyph 
include leadership;113 organisational initiatives to improve care114 and community engagement.115

Two systematic reviews of education on LGBT+ ageing,116 117 have focused on identifying the 
pedagogic principles that can improve how training is delivered and received and looked at the 
outcomes from interventions used to educate the health and social care workforce. The reviews 
recommended areas for improvement such as; giving more attention to the curriculum content 
and improving teaching and assessment strategies that tackle barriers to including LGBT+ in 
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6. Unique history of LGBTQ+ people in later life
Understanding the history of the LGBTQ+ community is essential to appreciating the context
as to why there are challenges for the community in accessing and engaging with care
services. Older LGBT+ people’s lives, histories and legal landmarks, and the physical and mental
impacts of growing up within institutions that criminalised sexuality and pathologised their
sexual and gender identities has had a lasting legacy.130 Many from LGBTQ+ communities were
referred by parents or schools for “treatment” to “cure” them via health/psychological health
wivzmgiw ô {lmgl jsv qer} geywih psrk pewxmrk xveyqe erh lew irxvirglih mr wsqi e pmjixmqi sj
fear/distrust of health services. Older LGBT+ people (born before the 1950s) have had a unique
experience from the rest of the LGBT+ population in that they have lived much of their lives in a
social and political context where their human rights were not protected by legislation. Some will
have been criminalised before (and since) the partial decriminalisation of homosexuality in 1967
for engaging in consensual same-sex relationships. Homosexuality was only removed from the
manual of mental disorders in 1987 LGBTQ+ older people have also witnessed the loss of many
friends from HIV/AIDS with whom they had hoped to grow old.131 The HIV/AIDS crisis and the
government at the time also politicized homosexuality and galvanized the gay rights movement
in the United Kingdom, leading to the establishment of two of the United Kingdom’s best known
gay rights movements, Stonewall and OutRage!, in 1989 and 1990, respectively.132

Being a lesbian was never illegal, but was subject to severe sanctions and social stigma. 133 134 
Lesbians’ lives and lifestyles were viewed as unnatural; they experienced harassment, rejection, 
and faced losing their jobs and families and especially their children.135 136 The social and sexual 
movement that has since changed the lives of (many) younger lesbians, may be too late to 
liberate some older women from their isolation and strongly ingrained privacy which can lead to 
loneliness in later life particularly where mobility and access issues might arise. 

For bisexual individuals who report coming out later in life and are more likely to experience 
marriages with individuals of multiple genders. 137 138 Xlmw ger gsrxvmfyxi xs mrxivrep gsrămgx0 
confusion, and felt invisibility.139 A comparative study of bisexual ageing in the UK and USA 
highlighted the hypervisibility or hypersexuality that is associated with bisexuality and can give 
rise to negativity and stereotypes both within and outside of the LGBTQ community. This in turn 
limits access to support and smaller social networks compared to lesbians and gay men. The 
limited research on older bisexual individuals intersects with other marginalised experiences such 
as being trans or a person of colour.140 141

Tievgi142 and Toze143 lezi xepoih efsyx xli hmʆivirx xmqipmriw jsv xverw tistpi gsqmrk syx mr pexiv 
life who may use an alternative chronology to describe their identities and make sense of their 
pmziw2 E xverw tivwsrùw pmjigsyvwi mw rsx wspip} hiĂrih f} xlimv øxverwmxmsrù fyx hitirhmrk sr {lir 
xlimv kirhiv {ew eʇvqih erh xlimv wxsvmiw efsyx xlimv mhirxmxmiw ger fi ziv} hmzivwi2 Jsv i|eqtpi0 
tistpi sjxir {emx xs eʇvq xlimv kirhiv mr pexiv pmji ejxiv xli} lezi vixmvih sv xlimv jeqmp} qiqfivw 
are established in their own lives.144 145 Tran’s issues have a long and complex history in the UK, 
{lmgl mw liptmrk wleti xli tviwirx pikep perhwgeti2 Izir xlsykl xli Ăvwx {sqer xs lezi økirhiv 
reassignment’ surgery in 1951, it is only since 2000, that the legal rights of trans people have 
begun to be entrenched more seriously in UK law.  

Equally, these identities do not tell us much about the sexual practices and sexual health of older 
PKFU ehypxw0 e xstmg {i ors{ pmxxpi efsyx0 erh ls{ wi|yep i|tivmirgiw hmʆiv egvsww kirhiv0 
social environments and power dynamics. 
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There are many and growing examples of partnerships involving LGBT+ older people.179 180 Another 
example is181 work carried out with a large care home provider which showed that enabling structured 
mrxivegxmsr erh tivwsrep i|glerki {mxl wxeʆ erh qerekivw erh qeomrk fiwx ywi sj hmʆivirx x}tiw sj 
expertise, such as that of the volunteer community members is a powerful learning opportunity. This 
mrzspzih irkekmrk vexliv xler epmirexmrk wxeʆ mr pievrmrk f} gviexmrk wejiv0 rsr1nyhkiqirxep wtegiw 
for critical exploration of what makes good care. Action research involving members of the LGBTQ+ 
community as ‘community advisors’ to enhance inclusive care in residential homes demonstrated 
that collaboration, participation and co-production can be valuable in producing new, multi-faceted 
ors{pihki erh yrhivwxerhmrkw2 Viăigxmrk pmzih i|tivmirgiw wivzih xs irlergi xli hitxl0 gvihmfmpmx} 
and authenticity of challenge and change to care home cultures.182 183 Another example is the Trans 
Ekimrk erh Gevi hipmzivih mr gsppefsvexmsr {mxl xli Yrmuyi Xverwkirhiv Rix{svo erh xli Sphiv PKFX 
Rix{svo jsv [epiw0 Eki G}qvy2184 

9. Summary
This short review of some of the most relevant research evidence conveys a range of complex issues
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85 Wmqtwsr 0 T 0 Epqego 0 O * [epxliv} 0 T 645: 0 ø ø[i xviex xliq epp xli weqiù> xli exxmxyhiw0 ors{pihki erh tvegxmgiw sj wxeʆ 
gsrgivrmrk sph3iv piwfmer0 ke}0 fmwi|yep erh xverw viwmhirxw mr gevi lsqiw ø 0 Ekimrk erh Wsgmix} 0 tt2 5175 2 lxxtw>33hsm2svk3542545;3
W4588:<:\5:44576\2
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118 Higgins et al, 2019 ibid.
119 Nyvɍio ix ep0 6465 mfmh2
120 Womppw jsv Gevi øGsrĂhirx {mxl hmʆivirgiù lxxtw>33{{{2womppwjsvgevi2svk2yo3Hizipstmrk1}syv1{svojsvgi3Gevi1xstmgw3Iuyepmx}1erh1
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121 Nyvɍio ix ep0 6465 mfmh2
122 Fvehfyv}1Nsriw0 G20  Qspps}0 I20 Gpevo0 Q20 [evh0 R2 ,6464- Kirhiv0 wi|yep hmzivwmx} erh tvsjiwwmsrep tvegxmgi pievrmrk> Ărhmrkw jvsq e 
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